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1- Greetings , introducing yourself to others , present simple and saying what 
you like.

2- Using the present continuous, talking about places.

3- Talking about positions using ordinal numbers, talking about sports and 
positions in races.

 4- Linking months of the year to the seasons, linking weather to months of the 
year and seasons.
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UNIT

1

 Listen and repeat. 

class      parent      twin      race      work      art      email      film      cinema      internet

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

New friends

ben is in the classroom in his new school in 
Palestine. He sits next to Omar. Omar’s twin 
sister Rania sits behind him.

ben shows Omar a picture of his family. 
Omar looks at his parents and his sister.

Omar looks at a picture of ben’s dad. He’s in 
a walking race. His mum helps his dad. She 
has a bottle of water in her hand.

Rania, ben and Omar talk about what they 
like doing. Rania likes looking at cats on the 
internet. Omar and ben both like watching 
films at the cinema. ben likes writing emails.

1

3

2

4

Hi, I’m Omar. This is my sister 
Rania. We’re twins. We’re 11 

years old. What’s your name?

Welcome to Palestine! I like 
drawing pictures too! I’m good 

at art. Where are you from?

What do you like doing ben?

I like writing emails. I like 
watching films at the cinema. 
What do you like doing Rania?

I like watching films at the cinema, too.

I like looking at cats 
on the internet.

I’m from britain. I’m british. My dad’s 
an engineer. He works in Ramallah. He 

likes walking races. My mum helps him.

Hi, I’m ben. These are my 
parents and this is my sister 
Amy. I like drawing pictures.Good morning. Today we have a 

new pupil in our class. Welcome 
him to our class, Omar.

Period 1
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 2    Read. Then tick ✔ the correct sentences.

1 Your parents are your brother and sister. 

2 Twins are two brothers and a sister. 

3 You watch films at a cinema. 

4 You look at a flower in the garden. 

5 I help my brother do his homework. 

Unit 1 Period 3

 Look and complete the sentences with the correct words.

class      computer      twins      cinema      
film      races      parents      work      helps

1

1 You can have walking, swimming or 
running                         .

2 You can watch a                         at 
the                         .

3 Omar and Rania are                         . They are 
eleven years old.

4 These are ben’s mum and dad. They 
are his                         . ben’s dad is going 
to                         .

5 Rania                         ben do his homework. 
She looks on the internet and reads on 
the                         .

6 ben is a new pupil. He is in Omar’s 
                        .

Period 2
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3   Work in pairs. Write answers to the questions.

Where do you live? I live in …

How old are you?

What’s your favourite subject? My favourite subject is …

What do you like doing? I like …

About my classmate Answers

Place

favourite subject

like doing

4   Write correct questions.

1 many how and ? sisters do you have brothers                                                                        

2 Where ? live do you                                                                        

Remember, use a CAPITAL letter at the start of a question. 
Use a question mark at the end of a question.

Unit 1 Period 4

1   Read and correct the sentences.

1 I lives/live in Ramallah.     I live in Ramallah .                                                                                                      

2 He is/am eleven years old.                                                                                                       

3 Her favourite subject are/is English.                                                                                             

4 They likes/like writing emails.                                                                                                 

2   Complete the sentences.

1 I look 2 I                       3 I                      

 He                        He walks  He                      

 She                        She                        She works

 We                        We                        We                      

 They                        They                        They                     

Period 3
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Unit 1 Period 7

Revision worksheet 1    

Read the following passage then answer .1 

“Ben   is   a   new   pupil   in   Omar’s school. He   sits next   to Omar. Ben   shows   Omar   a   
picture   of   his family   . Omar   and   Ben like drawing   pictures   so they are   good   at   art. Rania 
is Omar’s   twin   .She   sits   behind Omar and Ben. She likes looking   at   cats   on   the   internet.  

 :A. Complete أكمل  

  -Rania likes ………………………………………………………… 

  -Ben and Omar are good at ……………………………………….. .  

 B. Put (T) or (F): خطأ صح أو ضع عالمة

1. Omar is from Britain. (   ) 

2. Rania is Omar's sister. (   ) 

C. Answer: 

1. What does Ben like doing? ………………………………………………………………..  

2. What are Omar and Rania? …………………………………………………………………. 

D. Complete:  

love= ………………...,       old X  ……………….,        in front of X ……………………….. 

2. Complete:  

(cinema   -   class  -   Parent  -   helps  ) 

1- Rania …………………………. Ben   doing   his   homework.  

2- Ben   is   a new   pupil   in   Omar's …………………………………. . 

3- You  can  watch  films  at  the ………………………………………. . 

4- My  dad  and  mum  are  my ……………………………………………… . 

 Choose-3   :اختر 

1-      I   (live   -   lives   )   in   Jerusalem.  

2-    Omar (  is   -   are   )   eleven   years   old  .    

3-   My   favourite   subject   (   is   -   are  )   English . 

4 -   She   (   do   not    -    does   not   )   have   a   sister. 

5 – They (   has   -   have   )   a   car.  
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6

 Listen and repeat. 

photo      stadium      building      father      mother      people       
cable car      famous      valley      hiking      boat      wheel

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

2 Our country

ben, Omar, Amy and Rania are drinking 
lemonade in the kitchen. They are looking  
at photos.

ben is showing Omar a photo of the Olympic 
Stadium in London.

Rania is showing a photo of the cable cars in 
Jericho and a photo of Wadi al-Qilt.

Amy is holding a photo of a boat. It is in the 
river. Amy is in the boat.

1

3

2

4

What’s that? It’s a very big 
building! And who’s this?

This is the Olympic Stadium. It’s a new 
building. It’s for the Olympic games. 
This is my father. He’s an engineer.

What’s that? Is it a boat? 
Is it a bus? It has wheels!

This is the Dome of 
the Rock. It’s famous.  

It’s in Jerusalem.

This is Deir Qruntul, you can go up the 
mountain in the cable car. These people are 

my mother and father. And this is Wadi al-Qilt. 
It’s a famous valley. We go hiking there.

It’s a duck bus! It can go in 
the water and on the street.

Period 1
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3   Read and complete the sentences.

1 Rania and her parents go hiking in Wadi al-Qilt. It is a                                   .

2 The duck bus has                                   .

3 They play the Olympic games in the                                   .

4 The                                   in Rania’s photo are her mother and father.

5 The Olympic Stadium is a new                                   .

6 ben, Amy, Rania and Omar are looking at                                   .

Unit 2 Period 3 Period 2

1   Look and complete the sentences with the correct words. 

cable car      valley      mountain      river      famous      building       
photo      mother      friends      father      hiking      boat

1 Deir Qruntul is on a                           . It is in Jericho. 
You can get there by                           .

2 This is a                           . You can go  
                          here.

3 This is a                           . It is very fast. It can go in 
the sea or in a                           .

4 This is the Church of the Nativity. It is 
a                                                     .

5 This is a                           of my                           
and                           .

6 These are my                           Alia and Anisa.
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Write correct sentences. 

1 amy is ten years old 4 omar lives in palestine

2 she lives in london 5 the dome of the rock is in jerusalem

3 it is a big city in england 6 the olympic stadium is in london

1
Remember, use a CAPITAL letter 
at the start of a sentence. Use a 

full stop at the end of a sentence.

I’m talking.

 Read and complete the sentences with correct words.

Today …, what are they doing?

1 ben and Amy are                           (drink) lemonade with Omar and Rania.

2 ben is                           (show) a photo of the Olympic Stadium.

3 Rania and Omar are                           (look) at a photo of the duck bus.

4 Amy is                           (show) a photo of the duck bus.

 Think and complete the sentences.

1 I’m jumping. / I am jumping. 3                                     . / She is walking.

2 He’s running. /                                     . 4                                     . / We are playing.

 Think and complete the questions and answers.

What are you doing now? What do you do every day?

1 I’m                                 . (read) a I                                 . (read)

What is he/she doing now? What does he/she do every day?

2 He’s/She’s                                 . (play) b He/she                                 . (play)

What are we doing now? What do we do every day?

3 We’re                                 . (write) c We                                 . (write)

What are they doing now? What do they do every day?

4 They’re                                 . (sleep) d They                                 . (sleep)

1

3

4

Period 3
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Unit 2 Period 7

Revision worksheet 2 

: sage then answerRead the pas-1 

   Ben ,  Omar , Amy  ,  and  Rania   are  looking   at  photos. Ben  is showing  Omar  a  photo   of  
the   Olympic   Stadium   in  London.  Rania is showing   them a  photo  of   cable  cars   in  Jericho. 
Amy  is  holding a  photo   of  a  duck  bus  which  can  go   in   the   water  and   on  the  street .   

A. Choose:  ضع دائرة 

1- We   can  play  football  in  a  (  stadium  -  swimming  pool  ) . 

2- The  Dome  of  the  Rock  is an  (  old  -  new  )  building  .  

: (F)or  T)(Put  B. 

1. The duck   bus   is   famous (     ) 

2. The Olympic games are  in  England. (    ) 

 Answer: C. 

1- What  are   the   children  doing  ? --------------------- 

2-  What   is   a  bout  ,  a  bus  ,  and   has    wheels  ?--------- 

2. Complete:  

     (   valley   -   famous  - mountain   )    

1- The  Church  of  the  Nativity   is  a  …………………….  building.  

2- Deir  Qruntul  is   on  a  …………………………………….  

3 -  Wadi  al -  Qilt   is   a   famous  …………………………….. 

Choose: -3 

1- The  Olympic  Stadium  (  is  -  are  )  in  England .  

 2-Jerusalem    (  is -  are ) the capital  of  Palestine  .  

3- Amy  is  (   show   -   showing  )  a  photo   of  the   duck bus . 

4- The  Gates  of  Jerusalem  (   is  -  are  )  eleven  .  

6- What   are   you  doing (   now   -   everyday  )  ? 

 Write correctly: -4 

   1-   amy    lives     in    London    

 

2. The Olympic stadium is in London (      ).

a boat
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3 Mini-Olympics

 Listen and repeat. 

metre      minute      first      second      third      fourth      fifth       
sixth      seventh      eighth      ninth      tenth      eleventh      twelfth

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

ben, Omar, Anas and Jamal are getting ready 
to run the 100 metre race. ben wants to 
come first.

Rania and her friends are walking fast for the 
egg and spoon race. It is a 50 metre race. 
Rania is second. Her friend Reem is first.

Omar is swimming. He is swimming in the  
50 metre race. His parents are watching.  
His father is taking a photo.

This is the 200 metre race for girls. Ten girls 
are running. Fatima is very slow. She is tenth. 
Reem is seventh, Huda is sixth, Rania is fifth.

1

3

2

4

Walk fast Rania! You’re coming 
second. Fatima is third!

No, he’s not. He’s fourth. 
Look at the board.

No, she isn’t, she’s 
eighth! No, she’s fifth!

Look! Omar is swimming fast. He’s third!

Come on Rania, you are ninth!

Run fast ben! I want you to come first!

Reem is very fast! She’s first! Well done Reem!

Period 1
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 Listen and match. 

8 sixth

1 third

10 ninth

5 second

7 first

3 fourth

9 eighth

2 fifth

6 seventh

4 tenth

3

1

1 Friday is the                          day of the week. The  
                         day of the week is Monday.

2 I am very fast, I can run 100 metres in one  
                         . My friend is twelfth. He can run  
100 metres in two                          .

3 Anas is 10 years old. He has two brothers. Shadi  
is 14 and Sami is 12 years old. Anas is the  
                         in the family.

4 My parents are very happy. I got 100 in English.  
I am                          in the class.

5 This is the                          sentence.

6 The sheep is the                          animal. 

 Look and complete the sentences with the correct words.

first      third      fourth      sixth      fifth      second      minute      minutes

1

Period 2
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 Think and write the words.

1 9th                                 4 3rd                                

2 10th                                 5 2nd                                

3 1st                                 6 11th                                

 Write correct sentences.

2

3

1 sixth Reem is in the long jump

                                                                                                                   

2 hopping race Shadi is seventh in the

                                                                                                                   

3 Amira is in the skipping race fifth

                                                                                                                   

4 second in the swimming race ben is

                                                                                                                   

5 200 metres Hassan can swim in 2 minutes

                                                                                                                   

6 121 minutes Dalia can skip for

                                                                                                                   

Remember, use a CAPITAL letter at 
the start of a sentence. Use a full 

stop at the end of a sentence.

I’m second in the swimming race.

I can swim 100 metres in 2 minutes.

 Read aloud. Then complete the sentences.

Today .... What are they doing?

1 ben and Omar are                          (run) in the 100 metre race.

2 Omar is                          (swim).

3 Rania is                          (walk) fast.

4 Omar’s parents are                          (watch) him. He is swimming.

5 His father is                          (take) a photo.

1

Period 3
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Period 4

Revision worksheet 3 

nswer  the  question :a Read  the passage  then-1 

Ben  ,   Omar , Anas  and   Jamal  are   running   the   100    metres    race.  Ben  is   number   1.   
Rania   and   her   friends   are   walking   fast   for   the   egg  and    spoon   race   Rania   is   second.   
Reem   is   first. 

Put   (  T  )    or    (  F   )  :   -1   

-  Ben   is   first   in   the   running   race   (    )  . 

-  There   are   7   children   are   playing  (   )   .  

from   the   passage  :    Get -2 

-  last X   ---------------,           quick  =  --------------- 

- A   name   of   a   race   =  ----------------------- 

  swer:An -3 

- Who    is   the   first   in   the   running    race  ?--------------  

-Is   Reem   first   in  the   egg   and   spoon    race   ?------------   

Complete: -4 

(   metres   -   first   -   sixth   -   minutes  ) 

1- Ali   is a very   clever   pupil.  He   is   the ---------------- . 

2- Thursday   is   the   ---------------------day   of the  week  . 

3- I can swim fast.  I can   swim 100   ------------ in   two ------------  . 

Write correctly:-2 

 i    m    first   in   the   running   race  

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  . Choose:3 

1- Rania  (  is  -   are   -   am  )  running  . 

2- I am  (    swim  -   swimming  -   swims   ) well  .   

. fourth ) -ninth   -. He is ( tenth  thOmar is 9 -3 

)  th7 -   th6 – this seventh in the running race, he is ( 8Ali  -4 
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UNIT

4 Holidays in Palestine

 Listen and repeat. 

January      February      March      April      May      June      July      August       
September      October      November      December      month      year

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

Amy and ben want to go on holiday. The long 
summer holiday is in the months of June, July 
and August. 

Omar and Rania look at the winter months 
of December, January and February. In 
February we have a holiday too. 

The season of autumn is windy. The months 
of September, October and November are in 
autumn.

Amy and Rania look at the internet. They look 
at the spring flowers. Spring is in the months 
of March, April and May.

1

3

2

4

December and January 
are very cold. What are we 
going to do in February?

Rania and I are collecting olives.

I like spring. Spring is March, April and May?

It’s a holiday. We’re going to Aunt 
Amina’s farm. We can ride the horses.

June, July and August are very 
hot. I want to go to the beach.

Look ben! We can fly our 
kites in October. It’s windy.

Oh good! It’s the summer 
holiday. I want to go to Haifa.

Great! I like to fly my kite. What 
are you doing in that photo?

Yes, sometimes it’s rainy in 
spring and we play indoors.

Period 1
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Read. Then work in pairs and circle the correct words.

1 We collect olives in October / February.

2 We go to the beach in December / August.

3 March in Palestine is in spring / autumn.

4 July is a cold / hot month.

5 We see flowers on the trees in April / January.

6 It is rainy in March / June.

7 October and November are winter / autumn months.

3

Period 2

 Look at the pictures and complete the sentences.

January      April      March      May      August      June      July       
September      November      October      December      February

1 The three months of winter are                              ,  
                            and                             . It is very cold.

2 Spring is in                              ,                              
and                              . It is rainy and you stay indoors. 

3 The months of                              ,                              and                              
are in the summer.

4 The season of autumn is windy.                              ,  
                             and                              are months  
in autumn.

4
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Write correct sentences. 

We collect oranges in December. We collect  
lemons in December.
We collect oranges and lemons in December.   

1 In July we collect grapes. In July we collect figs.                                                                     

2 The summer holidays are in June and July. The summer holidays are in August.
                                                                                                                                                  

3 In August you can collect apples. In August you can go swimming.
                                                                                                                                                  

2

ben

This is how you 
use the word and.

Remember, use the word and to 
join words together. Don’t forget 

the capital letter and full stop!

 Read. Then circle the correct words.

Look at page 28. What do they do?

1 In the summer holiday ben and Amy go / are going to the beach.

2 Omar and Rania are collecting / collect olives in autumn.

3 Omar and his friends fly / are flying their kites in October.

4 Omar and Rania visit / are visiting Aunt Amina in February.

5 Amy and Rania are liking / like looking at flowers.

1

Period 3
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Period 4

Revision worksheet 4   

then  answer  :    Read -1   

December  ,  January   and   February   are   in  winter.   It   is   very   cold . We can   ride    horses   . 
June   ,   July   and   August    are   very    hot.   They   are   in   summer  . We  like   going   to  the   
beach  .  The  season   of   autumn   is   windy ,  we   can   fly   kites.  September  , October   and   
November   are   in   autumn. In October  we   pick  olives.   Spring  is   a  very   beautiful   season. It  
is  rainy    ,  we   can   play   indoors . It  is  in  March  , April  and  May  .   

put  ( T  )   or   ( F  )    -1 

1-  We  can   pick   olives   in   Autumn  (    )  . 

2- June   is  in   winter   (     )   .  

Answer :   -2 

1- Why   do   we   play   indoors   in   spring  ?------------------ 

2-  Is   it   windy   in   October  ?------------------------------- 

om   the   passage   : Get   fr  -3 

Outdoors   X   -----------------     Cold   X  --------------- 

An   animal   ------------------- 

:   Complete -2 

year   )  –October    -June     -December      -(   months     

1.  Rania   likes   to  go  outdoors. She   likes   the  sunny   days  in …………. 

2.    ---------------------   is   in    Autumn   . 

3.  There   are    twelve    ------------------   in  a   ------------ . 

4. It   is   very   cold    in   -----------------  . 

Choose  :  -3 

1=  Everyday   I   (   wash   -   washes   )   my   hand  .  

2= She    (   ride   -   rides  )   her   bike   every   day  .  

3=  July    has   (   30  -   31  )   day  .  

4= Amir   can  (   pick   -   picking  )   olives  in   October  . 

5= Omar and his friends ( fly  - are   flying ) their kites  now . 
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                   A short test 
Name:…………………... 

 
        Grade : 5  

1. Circle the words you hear:  

1- month mouse  minute  mother 
2- fifth fourth famous father 
3- eleventh seventh cable race 
4- January February December  November 

2. Complete the dialogue: 

Tamer:……………………………….,Kamal. 

Kamal: Hello,……………………….. 

Tamer: …………………………………………………..? 

Kamal: I like writing emails.  

Tamer: What's your favourite subject? 

Kamal: …………………………………………..  

3. Complete using the following words:  
 

a. We collect olives in ………………………………….. 
b. He was first in  the 200…………………… race. 
c. The Olympic ……………………………….. is in London. 
d. Omar's family went hiking in a beautiful ………………………………. . 

4. Read the paragraph then answer the questions:  

Rania is from Ramallah. She likes to go outdoors. She likes the sunny days. Rania's 
favourite months is June   and doesn't like snowy days. Rania's birthday is in 
summer. Amy  is from London. She likes to stay indoors. Her favourite season is 
winter. Her birthday is in January. 

A. Answer the following questions: 
1. What is Rania's favourite month?         …………………………………………………………………  
2. Where is Amy from?                            …………………………………………………………………  

B. Choose: 
1. Rania doesn't like ………………………….days.  (cold – snowy - sunny) 
2. Rania is from ……………………………….   (London – Gaza-  Ramallah ) 

What do you like doing? 

Hello. 

My favourite subject is maths. 

Tamer 

Stadium   –  valley– months  – meters 
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5. Write correct verbs:  

1- I………………………………… a story now.  (read) 
2- He …………………………………….now. (stand up )  
3- Amy and Rania ……………………………………….the room every day . (clean) 
4- Ben ………………………………… over  there now. (sit) 
5- Mona…………………………………….the dishes every day. (wash) 

6. Think and write the missing  

3rd   = ………………………………  

15th = ……………………………… 

1st    =………………………………  

……………= second 

……………= twelfth 

…………..= fourth 

7. Complete the sentences  

Season  Months 

……………………. 

Autumn  

Winter 

………………….. 

June  ,    July  and  August.    

…………………, ………………………  and……………………… 

……..…………, ………………………  and……………………….. 

March ,    April     and   May. 

8. Do as shown between brackets:  
a. We go to the beach in summer . We build sandcastles in summer.    (and) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 
b. omar  and his family went to ramallah                                    ( punctuate) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… .  
c. Jerusalem   -  of  -   the -  the  -   Rock  -  is  -  in   -   Dome   (rearrange) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

9. Re-write with good handwriting:  

Ben is showing Omar a photo of the Olympic Stadium. 


